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A series of (R)-(+)-3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substituted aminosulfonyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquino-
lines has been synthesized and evaluated as inhibitors of PNMT and for their affinity for the
R2-adrenoceptor. Compounds (R)-8 and (R)-9 are remarkably potent and selective inhibitors of
PNMT and are predicted to penetrate the blood-brain barrier on the basis of their calculated
log P values. Conformational analysis and docking studies were performed in order to examine
why the (R)-enantiomer of these 3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substituted aminosulfonyl)-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinolines is more potent than the (S)-enantiomer and to determine the likely
bound ring conformer of the (R)-enantiomer. It appears that the (R)-enantiomer participates
in a water-mediated hydrogen bond in which the (S)-enantiomer cannot. The likely favored
ring conformation for (R)-3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substituted aminosulfonyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroiso-
quinolines in the PNMT active site is similar to the ring conformation of (R)-5a as determined
by gas-phase ab initio calculations.

Introduction

Epinephrine (Epi, 1) was identified in the central
nervous system (CNS) 50 years ago and was found to
constitute approximately 5% of the total catecholamine
content in the mammalian brain,2,3 yet to this day, its
role therein remains unclear. It has been implicated in
some of the neurodegeneration seen in Alzheimer’s
disease,4,5 as well as in the regulation of blood pressure,6
respiration,7,8 body temperature,7,8 the R1-adrenoceptor,9
and the R2-adrenoceptor.10,11

As part of our research program to elucidate the role
of CNS Epi (1), we have targeted phenylethanolamine
N-methyltransferase (PNMT: EC 2.1.1.28),2 the termi-
nal enzyme in the biosynthesis of Epi (1). This reaction
involves the transfer of an activated methyl group from
S-adenosyl-L-methionine (2) to the primary amine of
norepinephrine (3) to produce Epi (1) and the cofactor
product, S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine (AdoHcy, 4). Some
concerns with current PNMT inhibitors are (1) their
selectivity for PNMT versus the R2-adrenoceptor and (2)
their ability to penetrate into the CNS. A useful
pharmacological tool to help define the role of CNS Epi
(1) would be a potent inhibitor of PNMT that is selective
and capable of crossing the blood-brain barrier (BBB).

(()-7-Aminosulfonyl-3-fluoromethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahy-
droisoquinoline (5) is a highly potent and selective
PNMT inhibitor (Table 1).12 However, this compound
may be too polar to penetrate into the CNS as indicated
by BBB model studies and would not be useful as a
pharmacological tool.12-14 A calculated log P15 (ClogP)

greater than 0.5 is likely required for 1,2,3,4-tetrahy-
droisoquinoline-type (THIQ) PNMT inhibitors in order
to observe significant penetration into the CNS.12 A
previous study showed that adding nonpolar substitu-
ents to the sulfonamide nitrogen of 5 led to inhibitors
(6-11) that were able to retain PNMT inhibitory
potency and selectivity and, on the basis of their ClogP
values, are predicted to cross the BBB (Table 1).16 We
proposed, on the basis of docking studies using the
recently solved crystal structure (Figure 1) of human
PNMT17 (hPNMT) cocrystallized with SK&F 29661 (13;
7-aminosulfonyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline) and
AdoHcy (4), that the 3-fluoromethyl moiety of 3-fluo-
romethyl-7-(N-substituted aminosulfonyl)-1,2,3,4-tet-
rahydroisoquinolines is making a hydrophobic contact
with Tyr222 and the substituent on the sulfonamide
nitrogen is binding in an auxiliary binding pocket. The
auxiliary binding pocket appears to favor lipophilic alkyl
chains that contain a trifluoromethyl moiety at the
terminus, as exemplified by 8 (Figure 2). In that study,
8 and 9 were the most potent and selective PNMT
inhibitors reported.

We have previously reported the synthesis and evalu-
ation of the enantiomers of 12,18 and it was observed
that (R)-12 was more potent than (S)-12 at PNMT.
Interestingly, it was also noted that (R)-12 and S-12
(Table 1) were equipotent at the R2-adrenoceptor. There-
fore, we wanted to investigate other (R)-N-substituted
analogues of 5. If this same trend in equipotency at the
R2-adrenoceptor is observed, then it would be possible
to produce enantiopure 3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substituted
aminosulfonyl)-THIQs that have nanomolar PNMT
inhibitory potency and increased selectivity.

Chemistry. Sulfonyl chloride 1418 was a common
starting material which could be readily converted to
the desired enantiopure sulfonamides. The synthesis of
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14 employed the use of (R)-(+)-phenylalanine to estab-
lish the chiral center. Sulfonyl chloride 14 was treated
with ammonium hydroxide in acetonitrile to yield 15
(Scheme 1). Sulfonamides 16-21 were produced by
treatment of 14 with the requisite amine in a biphasic
mixture of EtOAc and saturated sodium carbonate. In
the case of 8 and 9, yields were improved with the
addition of 4 equiv of pyridine to the reaction. No further
purification of the resultant sulfonamide was required.
Reduction of 15-21 with BH3‚THF yielded the corre-
sponding THIQs (R)-5-(R)-11.19

Biochemistry. In the current study, human PNMT
(hPNMT) was expressed in E. coli20 and purified with
a C-teminal hexahistidine tag.16 The radiochemical
assay conditions, previously reported for the bovine
enzyme,21 were modified to account for the high binding
affinity of some inhibitors. Inhibition constants were
determined using four concentrations of phenylethano-
lamine as the variable substrate, and three concentra-
tions of inhibitor.

R2-Adrenergic receptor binding assays were performed
using cortex obtained from male Sprague Dawley rats.22

[3H]Clonidine was used as the radioligand to define the
specific binding and phentolamine was used to define
the nonspecific binding. Clonidine was used as the
ligand to define R-adrenergic binding affinity to simplify
the comparison with previous results.

Results and Discussion
Compounds (R)-5-(R)-11 were evaluated for their

inhibitory potency at PNMT and for their affinity for
the R2-adrenoceptor (Table 2). As expected, these enan-
tiopure sulfonamides displayed excellent PNMT inhibi-
tory potency, being approximately twice as potent at
PNMT as their corresponding racemate. In general, for
3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substituted aminosulfonyl)-THIQs,
there is no stereoselective bias for the R2-adrenoceptor
with the (R)-enantiomer being just as potent as the
racemate. Since PNMT inhibitory potency increases
while the R2-adrenoceptor affinity stays the same for
these (R)-3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substituted aminosulfo-
nyl)-THIQs, twice the selectivity is observed as com-

Table 1. In Vitro Activities of 3-Fluoromethyl-7-N-(substituted aminosulfonyl)-THIQs

compd R PNMT: Ki (µM) ( SEM R2
a: Ki (µM) ( SEM selectivity: R2/PNMT ClogPb

(()-5c,d NH2 0.15 ( 0.01 680 ( 10 4,500 0.00
(()-6e NHCH2CH3 1.4 ( 0.1 550 ( 60 390 1.15
(()-7e NHCH2CH2CH3 1.7 ( 0.2 610 ( 60 360 1.67
(()-8e NHCH2CF3 0.13 ( 0.02 1200 ( 100 9200 1.41
(()-9e NHCH2CH2CF3 0.22 ( 0.02 660 ( 80 3000 1.39
(()-10e NH(CH2)3OCH3 2.6 ( 0.2 750 ( 70 290 0.98
(()-11e N(CH2CH2)2S 1.2 ( 0.2 190 ( 20 160 1.71
(()-12d,e NH(4-Cl-Ph) 0.27 ( 0.02 140 ( 20 520 3.18
(R)-(+)-12d,f NH(4-Cl-Ph) 0.11 ( 0.01 140 ( 20 1270 3.18
(S)-(+)-12d,f NH(4-Cl-Ph) 0.61 ( 0.08 150 ( 20 250 3.18
a In vitro activities reported for the inhibition of binding of [3H]clonidine at the R2-adrenoceptor. b Calculated log P. c Reference 12.

d The biochemical data was reported earlier for bovine PNMT. It is reported here for recombinant human PNMT. e Reference 16. f Reference
18.

Figure 1. This figure shows the amino acid residues and
water molecules that could interact with SK&F 29661 (13)
within the hPNMT active site. Yellow lines indicate possible
hydrogen bonds. Carbon is white, nitrogen is blue, oxygen is
red, and sulfur is yellow. Water molecules are indicated by a
red dot. Hydrogens are not shown for clarity.

Figure 2. Part A (top) shows (R)-8 docked into the hPNMT
active site. Part B (bottom) is an electrostatic potential mapped
on the Connolly (solvent accessible) surface of the hPNMT
active site revealing (R)-8. The red-orange area indicates where
electron density is favored, whereas the blue area indicates
where electron density is disfavored. Green indicates neutral-
ity. Carbon is white, nitrogen is blue, fluorine is green, oxygen
is red, and sulfur is yellow. Hydrogens are not shown for
clarity.
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pared to the racemate. Compound (R)-8 has a selectivity
(16 000) that far surpasses any compound previously
reported.

We wished to examine in 3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substi-
tuted aminosulfonyl)-THIQs why the (R)-enantiomer is
more potent than the (S)-enantiomer at PNMT and to
determine the likely bound ring conformer of the (R)-
enantiomer in the PNMT active site. A previous study
on substituted 3-phenyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinolines
found that the half chair conformer was lower in energy
than the boat conformer (at least a 2.50 kcal/mol
difference).23 Assuming this holds true for rac-5, there
are four possible ring conformations for each configu-
ration of 5 (Figure 3). These four conformations arise
from the two-half chair conformers and the combination
of axial/equatorial orientations of the 3-fluoromethyl
group and the THIQ nitrogen lone pair. Figure 3A shows
the (R)-configuration of the four conformations and
Figure 3B shows the (S)-configuration of the four
conformations. Snyder et al. have previously examined
the NH-FC dipole orientation of 6 and found that the
low energy C-C(F) rotamer (similar to (R)-5a in Figure
3A) aligns the fluorine with the equatorial hydrogen on
the THIQ nitrogen allowing for electrostatic stabiliza-
tion.24 This study was performed on 6 in its protonated
form, but, as previous studies suggest that the THIQ
amine does not bind protonated to PNMT,25,26 we
performed the conformational analysis of 5 on its
neutral form. The relative energy was determined for
each conformer of 5 using Gaussian 9827 with the

6-31G* basis set (see experimental) and is shown in
Table 3. The lowest energy C-C(F) rotamer for each
conformer was one in which the fluorine aligns with the
hydrogen on the THIQ nitrogen, except for (R)-5d/(S)-
5d which cannot assume such an alignment. The global
minimum was determined to be (R)-5a/(S)-5a in which
the 3-fluoromethyl group is equatorial and THIQ nitro-
gen lone pair is axial. This is the same low energy
conformer and rotamer determined in the earlier study24

of 6 in the protonated form and is also consistent with
a study on the conformational analysis of substituted
3-phenyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinolines.23 Compound
(R)-5a/(S)-5a is a likely candidate that would be favored
in the PNMT active site.

To examine why (R)-5 is favored in the PNMT active
site and to determine the favored conformation of (R)-
5, all four conformations for each configuration of 5 were
docked28 (see Experimental Section) into the crystal
structure of hPNMT17 cocrystallized with SK&F 29661

Scheme 1a

a Primary or secondary amines, EtOAc/Na2CO3; (b) NH4OH,
MeCN; (c) BH3‚THF.

Table 2. In Vitro Activities of (R)-(+)-3-Fluoromethyl-7-N-(substituted aminosulfonyl)-THIQs

compd R PNMT: Ki (µM) ( SEM R2
a: Ki (µM) ( SEM selectivity: R2/PNMT ClogPb

(R)-5 NH2 0.072 ( 0.006 700 ( 70 9700 0.00
(R)-6 NHCH2CH3 0.75 ( 0.06 550 ( 50 730 1.15
(R)-7 NHCH2CH2CH3 0.79 ( 0.11 570 ( 60 720 1.67
(R)-8 NHCH2CF3 0.061 ( 0.003 1000 ( 100 16000 1.41
(R)-9 NHCH2CH2CF3 0.099 ( 0.011 670 ( 80 6800 1.39
(R)-10 NH(CH2)3OCH3 1.2 ( 0.1 680 ( 80 570 0.98
(R)-11 N(CH2CH2)2S 0.61 ( 0.06 200 ( 20 330 1.71
a In vitro activities reported for the inhibition of binding of [3H]clonidine at the R2-adrenoceptor. b Calculated log P.

Figure 3. Geometry optimized (see Experimental Section)
conformations of (R)-5 (top) and (S)-5 (bottom). Carbon is
white, nitrogen is blue, hydrogen is cyan, the lone pair is
magenta, fluorine is green, sulfur is yellow, and oxygen is red.
Some hydrogens are not shown for clarity.
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(13) and AdoHcy (4; selected structures shown in
Figures 4 and 5). If we assume that PNMT ligands bind
neutral in the PNMT active site, then only when the
hydrogen on the THIQ nitrogen is equatorial (lone pair
axial) can it hydrogen bond with Glu219 (Figures 4 and
5). This is consistent with a previous study on a set of
conformationally defined benzylamines in which there
is a correlation between the direction of the lone pair
and PNMT Ki. In that study, it was found that PNMT
inhibitory potency dramatically increased with benzyl-
amine analogues that possess an axial lone pair.29 On
the sole basis of the fact that the lone pair on the THIQ
nitrogen must be axial in order for the ligand to be a
potent PNMT inhibitor, only (R)-5a, (S)-5a, (R)-5c and
(S)-5c meet this requirement. Compounds (R)-5a/S-5a
and (R)-5c/(S)-5c are different in respect to the space
in the active site where the 3-fluoromethyl moiety
resides. Docking studies indicate that the fluoromethyl
moiety of (R)-5a/(S)-5a can make a hydrophobic contact
with Tyr222 (Figure 4). Conversely, in (R)-5c/(S)-5c, the
fluoromethyl moiety cannot make this hydrophobic

contact, nor is it in the vicinity of other residues to make
any other favorable contact (Figure 5). In addition, the
conformation of (R)-5c/(S)-5c is not favored energetically
(3.2 kcal above the global minimum; Table 3), which
suggests it is not a likely conformer that would be
favored in the PNMT active site. Only (R)-5a and (S)-
5a appear to place the 3-fluoromethyl group and the
hydrogen on the THIQ nitrogen in the optimal orienta-
tions to interact with the PNMT active site (Figure 4).
Figure 6 is an overlay of (R)-5a and (S)-5a and shows
how the appropriate groups that interact with the
enzyme occupy a similar area of space. However, a
visible difference in these structures is the location of
the lone pair on the THIQ nitrogen. In the crystal
structure of hPNMT,17 the THIQ nitrogen of SK&F
29661 (13) makes a water-mediated hydrogen bond with
Asn39 and Asp267. Compound (R)-5a can simulta-
neously participate in this water-mediated hydrogen

Table 3. Energiesa for 7-Aminosulfonyl-3-fluoromethyl-THIQ
(5)

compd
orientation of THIQ
nitrogen lone pair

orientation of
fluoromethyl

∆ energyb

(kcal/mol)

(R)-5a axial equatorial 0.0
(R)-5b equatorial equatorial 2.9
(R)-5c axial axial 3.2
(R)-5d equatorial axial 2.6

a Gaussian 98/6-31G*. b Difference in energy from global mini-
mum (R)-5a.

Figure 4. Part A (top) shows (R)-5a docked into the hPNMT
active site. Part B (bottom) shows (S)-5a docked into the
hPNMT active site. Yellow lines indicate possible hydrogen
bonds. Carbon is white, nitrogen is blue, hydrogen is cyan,
oxygen is red, fluorine is green, lone pair is magenta, and
sulfur is yellow. Water is indicated by a red dot. Some
hydrogens are not shown for clarity.

Figure 5. Part A (top) shows (R)-5d docked into the hPNMT
active site. Part B (middle) shows (S)-5b docked into the
hPNMT active site. Part C (bottom) shows (S)-5c docked into
the hPNMT active site. Yellow lines indicate possible hydrogen
bonds. Carbon is white, nitrogen is blue, hydrogen is cyan,
oxygen is red, fluorine is green, lone pair is magenta, and
sulfur is yellow. Water is indicated by a red dot. Some
hydrogens are not shown for clarity.
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bond while maintaining optimal fluorine atom-PNMT
contact, whereas (S)-5a cannot. This combination of
interactions may explain the increased PNMT inhibitory
potency for the (R)-enantiomer over the (S)-enantiomer.
On the basis of the discussion presented above, we
believe that the favored binding conformation of
these (R)-3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substituted aminosulfo-
nyl)-THIQs in the PNMT active site is represented by
the ring conformation of (R)-5a. Verification of this
hypothesis will require a crystal structure of hPNMT
cocrystallized with a (R)-3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-sub-
stituted aminosulfonyl)-THIQ.

In summary, we have prepared and evaluated a small
set of (R)-3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substituted aminosulfo-
nyl)-THIQs for their potency and selectivity for PNMT
versus the R2-adrenoceptor. Since PNMT inhibitory
potency increases by approximately 2-fold for (R)-5-(R)-
11 and R2-adrenoceptor affinity stays the same for each
enantiomer as compared to the racemate, twice the
selectivity is observed between the enantiomer and
racemate. Geometry optimization and docking studies
indicate that the favored ring conformation of (R)-(+)-
3-fluoromethyl-7-(N-substituted aminosulfonyl)-THIQs
in the PNMT active site is similar to that determined
by ab initio calculations for (R)-5a. Compounds (R)-8
and (R)-9 are two of the most potent and selective
PNMT inhibitors reported to date and are predicted, on
the basis of their ClogP values, to penetrate into the
CNS. These compounds may prove useful as pharma-
cological tools to help elucidate the role of CNS Epi.

Experimental Section

All of the reagents and solvents used were reagent grade
or were purified by standard methods before use. Melting
points were determined in open capillary tubes on a Thomas-
Hoover melting point apparatus calibrated with known com-
pounds but are otherwise uncorrected. All proton (1H NMR)
and carbon (13C NMR) nuclear magnetic resonance spectra
were taken on a Bruker DRX-400 or a Bruker AM-500
spectrometer. High-resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were
obtained on a VG Analytical ZAB. All elemental analysis was
performed by Quantitative Technologies, Inc. (Whitehouse,
NJ). Flash chromatography was performed using silica gel 60
(230-400 mesh) supplied by Universal Adsorbents, Atlanta,
GA. All methanol (MeOH) and ethanol (EtOH) used were
anhydrous unless stated otherwise and were prepared by
distillation over magnesium. Anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF)
and diethyl ether (Et2O) were distilled from sodium-ben-
zophenone ketyl. Hexanes refers to the mixture of hexane
isomers (bp 40-70 °C). All reactions that required anhydrous
conditions were performed under argon, and all glassware was
either oven-dried or flame-dried before use. AdoMet was

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). [methyl-3H]-
AdoMet and [3H]clonidine were obtained from PerkinElmer
(Boston, MA).

Radiochemical Assay of PNMT Inhibitors. The assay
used in this study has been modified from that described
previously.21 A typical assay mixture consisted of 25 µL of 0.5
M phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), 25 µL of 50 µM unlabeled
AdoMet, 5 µL of [methyl-3H]AdoMet, containing approximately
3 × 105 dpm (specific activity approximately 15 Ci/mmol), 25
µL of substrate solution (phenylethanolamine), 25 µL of
inhibitor solution, 25 µL of enzyme preparation (containing
30 ng of hPNMT and 25 µg of bovine serum albumin), and
sufficient water to achieve a final volume of 250 µL. After
incubation for 30 min at 37 °C, the reaction mixture was
quenched by addition of 250 µL of 0.5 M borate buffer (pH
10.0) and was extracted with 2 mL of toluene/isoamyl alcohol
(7:3). A 1 mL portion of the organic layer was removed,
transferred to a scintillation vial, and diluted with cocktail for
counting. The mode of inhibition was ascertained to be
competitive in all cases reported in Tables 1 and 2 by
examination of the correlation coefficients (r2) for the fit
routines as calculated in the Enzyme Kinetics module (version
1.1) in SigmaPlot (version 7.0).30 While all Ki values reported
were calculated using competitive kinetics, it should be noted
that there was not always a great difference between the r2

values for the competitive model versus the noncompetitive
model. All assays were run in duplicate with three inhibitor
concentrations over a 5-fold range. Ki values were determined
by a hyperbolic fit of the data using the Single Substrate-
Single Inhibitor routine in the Enzyme Kinetics module
(version 1.1) in SigmaPlot (version 7.0). For inhibitors with
apparent IC50 values less than 0.1 µM (as determined by a
preliminary screen of the compounds to be assayed), the Tight
Binding Inhibition routine was used to calculate the Ki values.

R2-Adrenoceptor Radioligand Binding Assay. The ra-
dioligand receptor binding assay was performed according to
the method of U’Prichard et al.22 Male Sprague-Dawley rats
were decapitated, and the cortexes were dissected out and
homogenized in 20 volumes (w/v) of ice-cold 50 mM Tris/HCl
buffer (pH 7.7 at 25 °C). Homogenates were centrifuged thrice
for 10 min at 50 000 × g with resuspension of the pellet in
fresh buffer between spins. The final pellet was homogenized
in 200 volumes (w/v) of ice-cold 50 mM Tris/HCl buffer (pH
7.7 at 25 °C). Incubation tubes containing [3H]clonidine
(specific activity approximately 20 mCi/mmol, final concentra-
tion 2.0 nM), various concentrations of drugs, and an aliquot
of freshly resuspended tissue (800 µL) in a final volume of 1
mL were used. Tubes were incubated at 25 °C for 30 min, and
the incubation was terminated by rapid filtration under
vacuum through GF/B glass fiber filters. The filters were
rinsed with three 5 mL washes of ice-cold 50 mM Tris buffer
(pH 7.7 at 25 °C). The filters were counted in vials containing
premixed scintillation cocktail. Nonspecific binding was de-
fined as the concentration of bound ligand in the presence of
2 µM of phentolamine. All assays were run in quadruplicate
with 5 inhibitor concentrations over a 16-fold range. IC50

values were determined by a log-probit analysis of the data
and Ki values were determined by the equation Ki ) IC50/(1 +
[clonidine]/KD), as all Hill coefficients were approximately
equal to 1.

Molecular Modeling. Calculated log P (ClogP) values and
Connolly surfaces were generated in SYBYL on a Silicon
Graphics Octane workstation. Docking of the various inhibitors
into the PNMT active site was performed using AutoDock 3.0.31

The default settings for AutoDock were used. The initial
structure for docking into the PNMT active site was the
geometry optimized structure generated by Gaussian 98.27

Geometry optimization and energy calculations for (R)-5 were
performed using Gaussian 98 with the 6-31G* basis set. The
starting geometry was a half chair conformation of (R)-5 and
was minimized with the Tripos force field before performing
the geometry optimization. The energies for different rotamers
were calculated using Gaussian 98/6-31G* single point opti-
mization.

Figure 6. Overlay of (R)-5a (yellow) and (S)-5a (white). The
atoms used for the fit were the aromatic carbon atoms.
Nitrogen lone pair is purple. Hydrogens are not shown for
clarity.
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(R)-3-Fluoromethyl-7-aminosulfonyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahy-
droisoquinoline Hydrochloride (R-5‚HCl). Compound 14
(150 mg, 0.540 mmol) was dissolved in acetonitrile (10 mL)
and NH4OH (6.5 mL) was added and the reaction stirred
overnight. The solvent was evaporated, and the residue was
dissolved in saturated sodium bicarbonate and extracted with
EtOAc. The organic layers were combined, washed twice with
brine, and dried over Na2SO4. The solvent was evaporated to
give crude lactam 15 (113 mg). Lactam 15 (113 mg, 0.438
mmol) was reduced with BH3‚THF (1.75 mL, 1.75 mmol) in a
similar procedure as described in the general procedure (vide
infra) except the free amine was extracted at pH 10. Recrys-
tallization of the HCl salt in EtOH/hexanes yielded (R)-5‚HCl
(50 mg, 33%). All spectral data were identical to those reported
for the racemic compound:12 mp 210-211 °C; [R]D

22 ) +118.7
(c 0.15, MeOH); Anal. (C10H13N2O2FS‚HCl) C, H, N.

General Procedure for (R)-6-(R)-11 (selected proce-
dure for (R)-7). Sulfonyl chloride 14 (400 mg, 1.44 mmol) was
dissolved in EtOAc (12 mL) and saturated Na2CO3 (8 mL). In
the case of compounds (R)-8 and (R)-9, pyridine (4 equiv) was
added to the reaction. n-Propylamine (355 µL, 4.32 mmol) was
added to the reaction mixture and stirred for 6 h. The organic
phase was separated, and the aqueous phase was washed twice
with EtOAc. The organic layers were combined, washed twice
with 3 N HCl and brine, and dried over Na2SO4. The solvent
was evaporated to give crude lactam 17 (368 mg, 89%). Lactam
17 was dissolved in THF (20 mL), and BH3‚THF (5.12 mL,
5.12 mmol) was added. The solution was refluxed for 8 h and
cooled with an ice-water bath. The reaction was quenched
with the slow addition of MeOH (10 mL) and allowed to stir
for 0.5 h. The solution was evaporated, and the oily residue
was dissolved in MeOH (25 mL) and 6 N HCl (5 mL) and
refluxed for 3 h. The MeOH was evaporated, and the aqueous
layer was made basic with 15% NaOH. The aqueous layer was
saturated with NaCl and extracted three times with EtOAc.
The combined organic layers were washed with brine and dried
over Na2SO4. The solvent was evaporated to give a crude
residue which was dissolved in MeOH, and HCl(g) was bubbled
through the solution. The MeOH was evaporated, and the solid
was recrystallized from EtOH/hexanes to yield (R)-7‚HCl as
white crystals (250 mg, 64% from 14). In some cases the free
amine was purified by flash chromatography (DCM/MeCN as
eluent) before conversion to the HCl salt.

(R)-3-Fluoromethyl-7-(N-ethylaminosulfonyl)-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline Hydrochloride (R-6‚HCl). Sulfo-
nyl chloride 14 (400 mg, 1.44 mmol) was reacted with
ethylamine hydrochloride (354 mg, 4.34 mmol) to afford 16
(343 mg). Lactam 16 (343 mg, 1.26 mmol) was reduced with
BH3‚THF (5.0 mL, 5.0 mmol) to yield (R)-6‚HCl (220 mg, 52%).
All spectral data were identical to those reported for the
racemic compound:16 mp 248-249 °C; [R]D

26 ) +57.2 (c 0.21,
MeOH); Anal. (C12H17N2O2FS‚0.25 H2O‚HCl) C, H, N.

(R)-3-Fluoromethyl-7-(N-propylaminosulfonyl)-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydroisoquinoline Hydrochloride (R-7‚HCl). See
general procedure. All spectral data were identical to those
reported for the racemic compound:16 mp 220-221 °C; [R]D

26

) +31.6 (c 0.19, MeOH); Anal. (C13H19N2O2FS‚0.25 H2O‚HCl)
C, H, N.

(R)-3-Fluoromethyl-7-(N-2,2,2-trifluoroethylaminosul-
fonyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline Hydrochloride (R-
8‚HCl). Sulfonyl chloride 14 (400 mg, 1.44 mmol) was reacted
with 2,2,2-trifluoroethylamine (0.343 mL, 4.31 mmol) to afford
18 (400 mg). Lactam 18 (400 mg, 1.23 mmol) was reduced with
BH3‚THF (4.91 mL, 4.91 mmol) to yield (R)-8‚HCl (220 mg,
44%). All spectral data were identical to those reported for the
racemic compound:16 mp 229-230 °C; [R]D

26 ) +40.9 (c 0.25,
MeOH); Anal. (C12H14N2O2F4S‚HCl) C, H, N.

(R)-3-Fluoromethyl-7-(N-3,3,3-trifluoropropylamino-
sulfonyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline Hydrochloride
(R-9‚HCl). Sulfonyl chloride 14 (500 mg, 1.80 mmol) was
reacted with 3,3,3-trifluoropropylamine hydrochloride (403 mg,
2.69 mmol) to afford 19 (610 mg). Lactam 19 (610 mg, 1.72
mmol) was reduced with BH3‚THF (6.89 mL, 6.89 mmol) to
yield (R)-9‚HCl (382 mg, 57%). All spectral data were identical

to those reported for the racemic compound:16 mp 236-237
°C; [R]D

23 ) +50.2 (c 0.29, MeOH); Anal. (C13H16N2O2F4S‚HCl)
C, H, N.

(R)-3-Fluoromethyl-7-(N-3-methoxypropylaminosulfo-
nyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline Hydrochloride (R-10‚
HCl). Sulfonyl chloride 14 (400 mg, 1.44 mmol) was reacted
with 3-methoxypropylamine (0.440 mL, 4.32 mmol) to afford
20 (366 mg). Lactam 20 (366 mg, 1.11 mmol) was reduced with
BH3‚THF (4.42 mL, 4.42 mmol) to yield (R)-10‚HCl (212 mg,
42%). All spectral data were identical to those reported for the
racemic compound:16 mp 190-191 °C; [R]D

26 ) +54.0 (c 0.23,
MeOH); Anal. (C14H21N2O3FS‚HCl) C, H, N.

(R)-3-Fluoromethyl-7-(N-thiomorpholinoaminosulfo-
nyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline Hydrochloride (R-11‚
HCl). Sulfonyl chloride 14 (500 mg, 1.80 mmol) was reacted
with thiomorpholine (0.543 mL, 5.40 mmol) to afford 21 (614
mg). Lactam 21 (614 mg, 1.78 mmol) was reduced with BH3‚
THF (7.14 mL, 7.14 mmol) to yield (R)-11‚HCl (328 mg, 62%).
All spectral data were identical to those reported for the
racemic compound:16 mp 224-225 °C; [R]D

26 ) +49.7 (c 0.24,
MeOH); Anal. (C14H19N2O3FS2‚HCl) C, H, N.
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